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1. Introduction 
There are two main ways to ‘construct’ real numbers: Cauchy sequences and 
Dedekind cuts. A Cauchy sequence requires that for every n there be a number f(n) 
such that the elements of the tail of the sequence beyond f(n) are closer to each other 
than l/2”. 
If this f is a computable function, then the sequence is said to represent a computable 
real (or a recursive real). There has been much work on the recursive reals and on 
recursive analysis (see [1, 12, 32, 3640, 4245, 51, 54, 57-59, 61, 62, 681). Because 
a metric space essentially contains the correct ingredient of ‘closeness’ for its points, 
it too can be studied from a recursive point of view in a similar fashion. But what 
does one do if one is to study a general topological space and if one is to adopt the 
philosophy of a point-free approach? 
There are three approaches to general topology: Frechet and his abstract spaces, 
Hausdorff and his neighborhood classes and Kuratowski and his closure classes. Frechet 
[1 1] defines the notion of limit class as distinguished elements of X (X is the space) 
which are thought to be convergent and which are treated as ‘points’ of the space X. 
Hausdorff [ 151 distinguishes certain subsets of X to be neighborhoods of a distinguished 
object called a point. Kuratowski [34] associates with each subset A of X, a set A which 
is the closure of A, where the closure of a singleton set, a point, is that singleton itself. 
Clearly, it is a presupposition of all these approaches that points are a priori objects 
with which one may work. In such approaches, the ideal, which is the notion of a 
point, is the foundational subject of study. A point-free approach must find alternative 
methods of handling objects in order to avoid the presupposition of existence of points. 
In a point-free approach, one acknowledges the existence of objects with which 
one can work. These objects are not points, they are ‘neighborhoods’ with which a 
physicist or a philosopher of a constructive school feels more comfortable. The objects 
are ‘pieces’ of the space which approximate a location of the space as accurately as 
desired but not infinitely accurately. 
Johnstone [ 181, gives a thorough treatment of point-free topology to which we 
refer the reader for further philosophical and mathematical examination. Also, see 
[24, 251. 
In this paper we develop a point-free approach to the study of topological spaces 
and functions and address four main questions. First, what should our machinery be, 
and what conditions must then be met by a topological space, so that our approach 
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does not obscure the properties of the space that are apparent when it is studied in 
a classical way using points? Second, what happens when our approach to spaces 
is effectivized? Third, how shall we address functions so that our method leads to 
the study of continuity? And fourth, what are the consequences of effectivizing our 
approach to functions? 
The first question is answered in Sections 3-7, where we develop our methodology 
for studying spaces and note, first, that it is fruitful for us to restrict our study to regular 
spaces, and second, that our machinery is strongly basis dependent, and that therefore 
for each space we must choose a basis with certain specific properties in order for our 
approach to yield what we want. As it happens, many commonly studied spaces, such 
as [w”, have such bases, and these bases are among the most commonly used. We show 
that by applying our method to a space and a basis for it, we can obtain, by a natural 
procedure, a new space whose points can be studied by the point-free method. When the 
original space is regular and its basis is ‘well behaved’, then the new space is homeo- 
morphic to it. We use this fact to obtain two natural dense subsets of such a space. 
The second question, concerning effectivization, is the subject of Sections S-10, 
where we are able to effectivize our density results, and where we show that in [w our 
method yields the same recursive points as the standard effectivizations. 
The third question, concerning how to address functions, is dealt with in 
Sections 11-14. Here we define the essential machinery and show that it behaves as 
desired: namely, that the functions that we can study by our approach are exactly 
the continuous ones. We demonstrate that certain elementary properties of continuous 
functions can be derived by our method. 
The last question, about the effectivization of our approach to functions, is the subject 
of a sequel (see [27]). 
A section-by-section outline of the contents of this paper follows. 
In Section 2, we give the necessary technical notions and establish a notation. In 
Sections 3 and 4 we introduce the notion of a sharp Jilter (a nested sequence of 
basic open sets which ‘shrink’ in a certain sense) for a space X and show under 
what conditions a sharp filter converges to what the classicists call a ‘point’ in X. 
Also, in Section 4 we define a kind of space, called resolvable, in which sharp filters 
behave well. In Section 5 we show that if the space X is resolvable then the space of 
sharp filters, X*, is homeomorphic to X, where the topology on X’ is induced by the 
topology on X in a natural way. 
In Section 6, we introduce a collection of points of X which behave for X as the 
rationals do for reals. We call these pseudo-rationals and all other points pseudo- 
irrationals. In Section 7, we show that the pseudo-rationals and pseudo-irrationals of 
X correspond, respectively, to those of X*. 
In Section 8 we introduce recursion theory on the topological space X and its basis 
A in a way similar to Kalantari and Retzlaff [23], and Kalantati [19]. In Section 9 
we prove that the recursive pseudo-rationals and recursive pseudo-irrationals are both 
dense in X, given that X satisfies certain conditions. Then in Section 10 we show that 
in Iw our recursive points are the same as those studied by previous authors. Because 
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we must reference the work of others in this area, because they all have slightly 
different formulations of the ideas, and because (for convenience) we must make a 
choice among them, we have taken Goodstein’s definitions (see [12]) as the ones to 
which we shall compare our own. 
In Section 11 we develop the idea of a correspondence (a partial function from a 
basis of one space to a basis of another that has certain ‘shrinking’ properties) and 
in Section 12 we prepare for effectivization of it by introducing a ‘workable’ version 
of correspondences. In Section 13, we show that the image under a correspondence 
of a connected open set is connected. Then in Section 14 we prove that a correspon- 
dence generates a function in a certain canonical way, and that the set of functions so 
generated is exactly the set of continuous functions. 
2. Notation and definitions 
Throughout this paper, X and Y will denote spaces and AX a basis of nonempty 
open sets for the topology on X (similarly for A y). When the choice of the space is 
clear, we write A for the basis. Lower case Greek letters a,/?,~, etc., will be reserved 
for elements of Ax or Ay. Roman capital letters A, B, C, D, E will denote sequences 
from A; F and G will denote functions from Ax to A y; Z will denote an interval in 58. 
Calligraphic letters &‘,a,%, etc., will be reserved for subsets of X and German letters 
‘$I, 8, K, etc., for sets of subsets of X. For d CX, 2, #‘, &“, and 8,d will denote 
closure of J&‘, interior of d, complement of AZ? and boundary of &, respectively. 
The set of positive integers is denoted by w. The notation F(n) J, indicates that the 
computation of F(n) has halted producing an answer. Finally, {a, b} indicates the 
set containing a and b; (a, b) is sometimes the ordered pair and sometimes the open 
interval and the context will make it clear; the closed interval will be denoted by [a, b]. 
For any Lebesgue measurable set 9’ c R, I9’( will denote the Lebesgue measure of 
Y. For i, j E CO, (i, j) will denote the Cantor coding function. For a fixed enumeration 
of a basis A = {hi: i E CO} we will use (Si, Sj) to denote (i, j). When we write (a, /I) 
we mean (Si, Sj) where a = 6i and ,!3 = Sj. Naturally, (Si,, ,S,) will denote the usual 
nested Cantor coding for the given sequence. 
For any topological notion, we refer the reader to Dugundji [lo]; for any recursion 
theoretic notion, see Rogers [55] or Soare [60]. 
Because we wish to compare our notions with those of other authors, we will also 
need a definition from Goodstein [12], which serves to characterize a recursive real 
number in his setting. 
Definition. Let f : w + Q be a recursive function. Then f is recursively convergent 
if (3 recursive h:o+w)[(Vk~w)[h(k + 1)2h(k)3k] and (h,n,k~o)[m>nL 
h(k)+ If(m) - f (n)l< 10ek]. The limit of such a function is a recursive real 
number. 
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3. Sharp filters 
In this Section, we define an instrument, a nested sequence of shrinking basic open 
sets, with the help of which we intend to work on our space X Indeed, we will treat 
these objects as a classicist would treat points in the given space X. The difficulty is 
in the definition of ‘shrinking’. We handle this in the next definition. 
Definition 3.1. Let X be a topological space with basis A. A sequence (a;: i E o} of 
basic open sets is a sharp jilter in (X, A) if the following conditions hold: 
(i) (vQ(ai+l C !-%I, 
(4 (MP,y)[(BCy)~3i[(crinB=0>v(ajcY)11. 
When such a sequence satisfies clause (ii) for fixed fi and y, we say that it resolves 
(p, y). (Note that if p is not a subset y, the sequence resolves (/I,?) trivially.) 
We will refer to property (ii) as the resolution property. 
It should be clear that our intention is to use the notion of a sharp filter when 
we need to work with approximations of a point. Hence, we need to investigate the 
properties of this notion. 
Definition 3.2. Let A = { c(,: i E o} and B = {pi: i E CO} be sharp filters in (X, A). We 
say A is equivalent to B, and write A = B, if (V’i)[Mi n pi # 81. 
Next, we set to prove that this relation is, indeed, an equivalence relation (a glance 
shows that it is reflexive and symmetric). It is also useful to establish an equivalent 
formulation that is recursively more workable. We accomplish both in the next two 
propositions. 
Definition 3.3. Let A = {a;: i E o} and B = {pi: i E W} be sharp filters in (X, d). We 
say B is sharper than A if (V’i)(sj)[fij C ai]. 
Although it might appear that the relation ‘sharper than’ is asymmetric, it turns out 
that when B is sharper than A, then A is sharper than B. This we see in the next three 
results. 
Proposition 3.4. The relation ‘sharper than’ is transitive. 
Proof. Obvious. 0 
Proposition 3.5. Let A = {a,: i E o} and B = {/Ii: i E CO} be sharp jilters in (X, A). 
Then 
A s B H B is sharper than A. 
Proof. (+) Suppose A c B and choose i E CO. Then G C xi. Now for each j, aj n pj 
# 0 and B must resolve the target a;+1 C ai, and so it must be the case that /?j c ai for 
some j. 
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(+) Suppose (V’i)(Yj)[/?j C cci]. Choose i E w. Since B is a sharp filter, find jai 
such that pj 2 M;. Then since p; 2 pi, we have tc; 17 /Ii # 8. 0 
Corollary 3.6. Let A = {ai: i E o} and B = {pi: i E co} be sharp filters in (X, A). Then 
A is sharper than B ++ B is sharper than A. 
Corollary 3.7. The relation ‘s’ is an equivalence relation. 
Finally, we close the Section with some useful results on the behavior of equivalent 
and nonequivalent sharp filters. 
Proposition 3.8. Let A = { ai: i E O} and B = {ai: i E w} be sharp jilters in (X, A). 
Then A-B+ nEi= nfii. 
Proof. Suppose A E B. Then by Proposition 3.5, we have nPi C n ai. Since ‘E’ is 
symmetric, we have the opposite inclusion too. 0 
It would be desirable to have the converse of the implication in Proposition 3.8 to 
hold also. Interestingly, we can prove a very useful result. 
Proposition 3.9. Let A = {ai: i E o} and B = {pi: i E m} be sharp jilters in (X, A). 
Further suppose n ai # 0. Then 
(i) AzB e n ai = n&, and 
(ii) ‘(A E B) H ( n ai) n ( n pi) = 0. 
Proof. ((i)+-) This follows from Proposition 3.8. 
((ii)+ and (i)e=) Suppose l(A E B). Then there exists some i with ai n pi = 0. So 
(fl~i)n(fJp;)=0. F urt h ermore, since n Xi # 0, we cannot have n C(~ = n pi. 
((ii)-+) Suppose ( n ai) rl ( n pi) = 0. Since n ai # 0, we cannot have 0 xi = n pi. 
So by Proposition 3.8 -(A = B). 0 
Another useful observation is the following: 
Proposition 3.10. Let A = {Ui: i E co} be a sharp jilter in A. Let B = {/?t: i E o} be a 
sequence of basic open sets and let f : w -+ w be a strictly increasing function such 
that (Vi)[(j?i & at(i)) A (pi+1 c pi)]. Then B is a sharp jilter and A G B. 
Proof. Obvious. Cl 
Corollary 3.11. Let A be a sharp filter in A, and let B be a subsequence of A. Then 
B is a sharp filter and B 3 A. 
Now that we have a reasonable tool, namely sharp filters, with the help of which we 
can define objects of the space X without ambiguity, we give the following definition. 
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Definition 3.12. If A = { CQ: i E co} is a sharp filter in A, then define 
[A] = (B: (B is a sharp filter) A (B F A)} 
and 
4. Resolvable spaces 
When can we treat a sharp filter A as if it were a point? When n A contains a single 
point of the space. In this Section we find the conditions that we need to put on the 
space before we can treat an equivalence class of sharp filters as a single bona fide 
object in the space. In the process, we have to mix some of the classical notions with 
those of a point-free approach. 
Definition 4.1. Let A = {a,: i E w} be a sharp filter in (X, A), and let x EX. We say 
A accumulates at x, or x is a point of accumulation of A, if XE nUi_ We say A 
converges to x, or x is the limit of A, and write A \ x, if n ai = {x}. 
Also, recall that a HausdorlI space X is regular if for every x EX and every closed 
set d not containing x, there exist disjoint open sets 42 and Y such that x E 42 and 
& C V. A space X is said to be 1” countable if X has a countable basis at each point. 
Namely, for every x EX, there is a countable family {‘42,&x): n E CO} of neighborhoods 
with the property that 
[(x E &) A (& is open)] * @n)[%!,(x) 5 -QI] 
Proposition 4.2. Let (X, A) be a regular topological space. Then every sharp jilter 
accumulates at not more than one point. 
Proof. Let A = {ai: i E CO} be a sharp filter and suppose A accumulates at x EX. Let 
y E X with x # y; since regular spaces are Hausdorff, we can find disjoint /I, y E A such 
that x E PA y E y. By regularity, we can find disjoint open sets r~ and C such that 
XEOEA and /Y&C. Thus, we have x~a, VGP, y~y and /?ny=@l. Since A is a 
sharp filter, it must resolve ( CJ, /3). Therefore, since x E (n A) n CT, we must have ai G /I 
for some i. Hence, y 4 C(i and A does not accumulate at y. 0 
Proposition 4.3. Let (X, A) be a regular space. Then X is 1” countable 13 there is a 
sharp jilter converging to each point of X. 
Proof. (+) Choose x EX and let {Oi: i E CO} be a countable local basis about x such 
that for each i, oi+l _ I. C CJ. Form a subsequence { gj: j E O} of {Gil i E W} as follows. Let 
~0 = ~0. If a, has been chosen such that aj = cl, then by regularity choose disjoint open 
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sets /? and C such that x E p and 0: C C. Pick k > i such that ok c /?. Let aj+t = flk. 
This process inductively defines A = {aj: j E w}. 
We claim that A is a sharp filter which converges to x. First, notice that aj+l = 
okcp, SO ccj+lCp~C’COi=Uj. Hence, for each j, aj+t Caj. NOW let [,~EA be 
such that T&q. We must show that A resolves (c,q). Suppose (Vj)[aj n [#O]. Now 
naj= nGi={X}; h ence x E r & q. Furthermore, { Ui: i E w} is a local basis about x, 
and thus A is also a local basis about x. Therefore, there is some i such that a; C q. 
This proves A is a sharp filter. 
(+) Suppose there is a sharp filter converging to each point of X. Let x EX and 
let A = {ai: i E CO} be a sharp filter converging to x. We claim A is a local basis about 
x. Let /? be an open set such that x E /?. By regularity pick disjoint open sets y and C 
such that x~y and P’CC. Then x~?CC’cp. Since {x}= nai we have a;ny#Q) 
for all i. Thus, the only way for A to resolve (y, 0) is to have ai C B for some i. Hence, 
A is a local basis about x. 0 
Notice that Proposition 4.2 simply states that if our space is regular then sharp filters 
almost represent points, in the sense that if they converge to something in the space, 
it is at most one point. 
On the other hand, Proposition 4.3 shows that if the space is also 1” countable, then 
every point is addressable by a sharp filter. So it seems that we should work with 
spaces that are regular and 1” countable. But how about the existence of sharp filters 
which accumulate to no points of X? For example, take X = C; let t = Q: U {co}, 
the one-point compactification of @, and take the basis of open disks. Let A be this 
basis restricted to @, so A contains sets of the form {z: Iz] >Y,Y E R+}. Then consider 
A = {a;: i E CO} where ai = {z: ]z] >i}. Then A is a sharp filter in (C, A) (a regular 
lo countable space) and n ai = 8. That is, A fails to accumulate at any point of @. 
Hence, if sharp filters are to address points, we need more than regular, 1” countable 
spaces. 
Definition 4.4. Let X be a topological space with basis A. A is compactible if every 
member of A has compact closure. 
For example, if X is a compact space with basis A then clearly A is compactible. 
Also if X = lR2 and A = the set of open disks, then A is compactible. Finally, the basis 
for @ in the example above is not compactible. Now we establish a crucial fact about 
compactible bases. 
Proposition 4.5. Let X be a space with a compactible basis A. Then every sharp 
jilter in A has at least one accumulation point. 
Proof. Let {ai: i E O} be a sharp filter in A. Each q is compact, and for all i, 
ai+l C ai+l G ai, so n ai = n K. But by Cantor’s Theorem (on the intersection of com- 
pact sets) n% is nonempty. 0 
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It now appears, from Propositions 4.2, 4.3 and 4.5, that we need to work with spaces 
with specific properties. 
Definition 4.6. A space (X, d) is called resolvable if X is regular and 1” countable 
and d is a compactible basis. 
5. A resolvable space and its resolution are homeomorphic 
Suppose we have a resolvable space (X, d). The classicist thinks of it as a collection 
of points while the point-free approach suggests working with sharp filters. The question 
is whether the structure of the space X is preserved when we work with sharp filters. 
In this Section we answer this question. 
Definition 5.1. Let (X, d) be a space. (X’, d’) is called the resolution of (X, d) if 
(i) X*= {[A]: A is a sharp filter in A}; 
(ii) for every OEA we have a*={[A]~X*:nAca}; and 
(iii) A’={o*:o~d}. 
Note that for general spaces (X*, A*) may be ill-behaved. However, we have: 
Proposition 5.2. Let (X, A) be a resolvable space and let (X’, A*) be its resolution. 
Then there exists a bijection f :X -+X* such that for each x E X, f(x)= [A] where 
A is a sharp jilter and A \ x. 
Proof. First note, since X is regular and lo countable, that by Proposition 4.3 each 
f(x) # 0. Suppose A and B are sharp filters where A\x, B\x, and f(x) = [A]. 
By Proposition 5.3 Ar B, so f(x)= [B]. Thus, f described above is a well-defined 
function. To see that f is one-to-one, consider x, y EX with x # y. Let A, \x and 
A,, \ y. By Proposition 3.5, -(AX E Ay), so f(x) #f(y). Finally, we must check that 
f is onto. Let A be a sharp filter in A. Since X is regular, Proposition 4.2 tells us 
that A accumulates at no more than one point; since A is compactible, Proposition 4.5 
tells us that A has at least one point of accumulation. Thus, for some x E X, A \ x, 
and hence [A] = f (x). q 
In light of this result we give: 
Definition 5.3. Let (X, A) be a resolvable space. For each sharp filter A in (X, A) if 
A \x define x* = [A]. Notice that for such a space we have X* = {x*: x EX}. 
The next two results show that the relationship between the topology on X and 
topology on X* is as expected. 
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Proposition 5.4. Let (X, A) be a resolvable space. Topologize X* by taking A* as a 
subbasis. Then A’ is a basis for the topology on X*. 
Proof. Let a*, /3* E A*, and suppose a* fl /I* # 0. Choose x* EX* such that x* E a* n/I*, 
Recall that x* = {A : (A is a sharp filter in A) A (flA = {x})). Let y E A be such that 
x E y and y C a n /?. We claim x* E y* C a* n fi’. For note that by definition y* = {[A]: 
nA C y}, so that x* E y*, while a*nB*={[A]: (nASa)r\(nAcfi)}, so that r*c 
a* n j*. This proves A* is a basis for the topology on X*. 0 
We close this section with yet a stronger tie between a resolvable space (X, A) and 
its resolution (X”, A*), one that will allow us to treat them interchangeably. 
Proposition 5.5. Let (X, A) be a resolvable space. DeJne f :X --f X* by f(x) =x*. 
Then f is a homeomorphism from (X, A) onto (X’, A*). 
Proof. By Proposition 5.2, f is a bijection. For each ~6% let A, denote a sharp 
filter in A which converges to x; thus x* = [A,]. Choose GE A. For each XEX we 
have x* E cr* iff x E 6, since o* = {[A] : n A 2 o} = { [AY] : y E G}. Thus, f(g) = (T* and 
f -‘((r*) = 0’. It now follows that f is open and continuous, so f is a homeomorphism. 
q 
6. Pseudo-rational points 
In this section we differentiate between two classes of points: those which behave as 
the rationals do in the reals (with the basic open sets being the intervals with rational 
end points) and those which behave as the irrationals do in the reals (with the same 
topology). 
Definition 6.1. Let X be a topological space with basis A. Then A is a connected basis 
if each cr E A is connected. 
Recall that a space is locally connected if it has at least one connected basis. Note 
that X can be locally connected while A is not connected. 
Definition 6.2. Let X be a topological space with more than one point and basis A. 
Then (X, A) is completely connected if X is a connected space and A is a connected 
basis. 
Definition 6.3. In the space (X, A), a point x EX is A-pseudo-rational if for some 
aE A, we have XE&. A point which is not A-pseudo-rational is A-pseudo-irrational. 
The set of all A-pseudo-rational points will be denoted by Rat(A), and the set of all 
A-pseudo-irrational points will be denoted by Irr(A). When the context is clear, we 
might drop the reference to A in the above terms. 
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The reason for the choice of this terminology can be seen through the following 
examples. If we consider if2 topologized by the basis AR of open intervals with rational 
endpoints in Q, then Rat(An) = Q and Irr(An) = 1w - Q. However, if we consider [w2 
first topologized by the basis A Rz,~ of open rectangles of rational coordinates for each 
corner, and second topologized by the basis AR?.0 of open disks of rational radius 
whose centers lie in Q2, then we have 
while 
Hence, Rat(An~,o)#Rat(An2,0): for instance, (v&v!!) is in Rat(Anz.0) but not in 
Rat(Aiwz,o). 
The next two propositions help establish the point that these pseudo-rational and 
pseudo-irrational points behave as expected. Note that the first proposition only requires 
regularity where the second needs more. 
Proposition 6.4. Let (X, A) he a regular, completely connected space. Then Rat(A) 
is dense in X. 
Proof. Let oE A, o #X, and let PEA be such that ps O, by the regularity of X. Since 
X is connected, a/?#& Also aj3 G O, so anRat(A)# 0. 0 
Proposition 6.5. Let (X, A) be a resolvable space and suppose A is countable. Then 
Irr( A) is dense in X. 
We defer the proof of this proposition until the next section where the machinery 
helps give a short one. 
7. A resolvable space and its resolution and their pseudo-rational points 
Here we prove that the homeomorphism which carries x to x*, mapping (X, A) onto 
(X’, A*), is well behaved. 
Proposition 7.1. Let (X, A) be a resolvable space. Then we have, for each x EX, 
xERat(A) if’x* ERat(A*) (and x~Irr(A) z#x* l Irr(d*)). 
Proof. By Proposition 5.5, X and X* are homeomorphic under the map which sends 
each point x to x*; for each 6 E A, this map sends 6 to 8’. It follows immediately that 
for any xEX, xEd~3 iff x*E%*. 0 
The reader is advised to examine this result for [w and [w2 with each of the topologies 
described in Section 6. 
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Definition 7.2. Let (X, A) be a resolvable space, and let A be a sharp filter in A. Then 
A is A’-pseudo-rational if [A] is in Rat(A*); otherwise A is A*-pseudo-irrational. 
Proposition 7.1 allows us to work with sharp filters which are pseudo-rational as 
though we were working with pseudo-rational points of a classical space X. Before we 
leave this section, we give: 
Proof of Proposition 6.5. Let BE A be given; we shall show that /I n In-(A) # 0. To 
this end, it suffices by Propositions 5.5 and 7.1 to construct an irrational sharp filter 
A = {Q: iEo) such that [A] EB* in X*. Suppose A = (6;: iEo}. We shall construct A 
inductively in stages. 
Stage 0: Since BE A, let a0 =/I, This will ensure that [A] E I*. 
Stage n + 1: Suppose aa, al,. . . , CI, have been constructed. If cx, n 6, = 0, find iE o 
such that & & a, and let u n+i =6i. If ann6,#0, find i~o such that 6,&cr,,n6, and 
let &+I = 6i. 
This ends the construction. We need to prove that A is a sharp filter and that A is 
irrational. Clearly, each cli+l& ui by construction. Let 6i, 6j E A be such that z 2 8,. 
By construction either cl; n 6, = 8 or C(i+i s 6; C S,. Thus, A is a sharp filter. Suppose 
A \x. Then for each i, either ai n 6i = 0 SO that x ~(61)” or Ui+i c 6i SO x E 6i = SF; in 
either case, x@86i. Thus, XEIIT(A). 0 
8. Recursiveness 
In previous work, Kalantari [ 191 and Kalantari and Retzlaff [23], recursively pre- 
sented topological spaces (X, A) were studied for which an inclusion algorithm revealed 
certain information about members of A. The strengths of these algorithms were varied 
according to the need for the specific constructions but they remained ‘reasonable’. Rea- 
sonable because in the many examples cited - examples of ordinary spaces with which 
mathematicians work - each space did possess the required algorithms. In our present 
framework, since working with sharp filters is primarily involved with the relation of in- 
clusion only between pairs of basic open sets, the conditions can be somewhat relaxed. 
Hence we give: 
Definition 8.1. Consider a topological space (X, A). Then (X, A) is said to be semi- 
recursively presentable if A = (6,: n E co} is countable and for a, PE A, each of the 
following predicates is recursive: 
(i) u&B; 
(ii) Cr(Zb; and 
(iii) aflj?=B. 
Definition 8.2. A topological space (X, A) is said to be recursively presentable if 
A = (6,: n E o} is countable and for ~1, fi, pi,. . . , & E A, each of the following pred- 
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icates is recursive: 
(i) aG$ u ... U/?k; 
(ii) cl s /3i U f . U Bk; and 
(iii) anj=0. 
Clearly, any recursively presentable space is semi-recursively presentable. Variants 
of these spaces were studied in [19, 20, 22-241. 
Note that [w and l/X* as topologized in Section 6 are semi-recursively presentable. 
Definition 8.3. Let (X, A) be a semi-recursively presentable space with A = (6i: i~o}, 
and let A = {a,: iEw} be a sharp filter in A. Then A is recursive if there is a recursive 
function f : o -+ o such that for every i, 9, = 6f(,,. We also say A is represented by 
f or f repwrents A. 
Definition 8.4. Let (X, A) be a semi-recursively presentable, resolvable topological 
space, and let XEX. Then x is A-recursice if there is a recursive sharp filter A with 
A \x. 
As we must expect by now, we have: 
Proposition 8.5. Let (X, A) be a semi-recursively presentable, resolvable space, and 
let XEX. Then x is A-recursive if and only if x” is A’-recursive. 
Proof. Immediate from Definitions 5.1, 8.3 and Proposition 5.5. cl 
Definition 8.6. Let (X, A) be a semi-recursively presentable, resolvable topological 
space. Then define Ret(A) = {x: x EX and x is A-recursive}. 
9. A dense set of recursive points 
When one studies recursiveness of real numbers, one uses the rationals to approxi- 
mate whatever real numbers one can. In such a setting the countable collection of the 
rationals is thought to be given a priori. In fact, Q is given as a set of landmarks 
with the help of which we find other recursive reals. In a point-free approach we do 
not have a given set of points with the help of which we can address other recursive 
points of a ‘universe’. However, we can construct approximations in a natural way. 
This we do in this section. 
Theorem 9.1. Let (X, A) be a semi-recursively presentable, resolvable space. Then 
Rec( A) n Irr( A) is dense in X. 
Proof. Since A is a countable set and (X, A) is a semi-recursively presentable space, 
this proof becomes a straightforward modification of the proof of Proposition 6.5. In 
stage n + 1 of the proof of Proposition 6.5, simply pick the least i such that &C LX, 
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or &C M,, n 6, according to the appropriate condition. The resulting sharp filter A will 
clearly be recursive. q 
Intuitively, this theorem asserts that a collection of recursive pseudo-irrationals is a 
dense subset of X. Hence, although we do not have any a priori set of ‘points’ in X, 
but rather a set of ‘neighborhoods’, we can still address any effective location in X 
with the help of the semi-recursive presentation of (X, A). 
The next theorem is a similar finding to Theorem 9.1 but for the set of recur- 
sive pseudo-rationals. Note that for this theorem we need the space to be completely 
connected. 
Theorem 9.2. Let (X, A) be a semi-recursively presentable, completely connected, re- 
solvable space. Then Ret(A) n Rat(A) is dense in X. 
Proof. Let A = {hi: iE w}. Let /I E A; we shall present a point in /In Ret(A) n Rat(A) 
by constructing, in stages, a recursive sharp filter A = {IX,: n E w} that converges to 
such a point. Recall that for each i, jEo, (&,S,) = (i, j). For each n, let a,, b, be such 
that n = (a,, b,) = (6,,,, &), the nth pair in the Cantor enumeration of A x A. At stage 
n, we shall choose CI,, so that it resolves (da,,,&,). 
As a preliminary step, by regularity find y E A such that 7 C_ /I. 
Stage 0: Since X is connected, 137 # 0; thus there is a point x E dy and a sharp filter 
& = {Q: i E co} such that Ee \x. For some i, vi c p and vi resolves (&,, &). Note 
also that 9; n y # 0 and that vi $ y. Thus, considering all of A now rather than just EC,, 
there is i such that & C /I and 6i resolves (6,,, Bbo), 6i n y # 0 and 6i $ y. Let io be the 
least such i, and define as = &,. 
Stage n + 1: Suppose ~0,. . . , LX, have been defined so that for each k < n, %k+ 1 C_ @k, 
and for each k d n, @k resolves (6,, , 6bi ), ak f? y # 8 and c(k $ y. Since A is a connected 
basis, we see that a, is a connected set, so because we have U, ny # 0 and M, $ y, 
it follows that afi f? &J # 0. Thus, there is a sharp filter &+I converging to a point in 
u,, n dy, and so, considering all of A rather than just E,,+ 1, we can find i E o such that 
&C a,, 6i resolves (6 a,+,,6bn+,), 6; nyf8 and 6i $ y. Let in+1 be the least such i and 
define cl,,+1 = hi”+, . 
Then A = {c(k: k E CD} is clearly a recursive sharp filter. If x is such that A \ x then 
x~pfly, so xE/InRec(A)nRat(A). I7 
10. Our recursive points are the same as traditional ones 
The traditional metric approach to recursive points (that is, recursive reals) is cata- 
logued in Goodstein [12]. In this section we show that our approach applied to reals 
delivers precisely the same recursive points. 
Let [w be topologized by the basis AR (of open intervals with rational points,) and 
for cry AR such that c1= (a,b) let ]tl( = b - a. 
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The following fact is clear but it is used in several occasions and hence we list it 
here. 
Proposition 10.1. Let A = {E;: i ~w} be a sequence in AR such that each cI,+I 2 Xi. 
Then A is a sharp jilter ifl limi\aiI = 0. 
Proof. Straightforward. 0 
Let Rec(An) be the set of recursive points (that is, recursive sharp filters). Let [WC 
be the set of points in [w which are recursive according to Goodstein’s classification. 
Theorem 10.2. Rec( AR) C [WG. 
Proof. Let x f Rec( AR) and let A be a sharp filter such that A \ x. Write A = { cq: i E u} 
where there are recursive functions f, g : o + Q such that each cq = (f(i), g(i)). Note 
that (‘v’i) (x E a, ); also note that since ai+l& ai we have f(i) < f( i + 1) < g( i + 1) <g(i) 
for each i. Finally, since n A = {x} we have limi [ai) = 0. Form recursive h : o --+ co as 
follows: 
Stage 0: Find the least jeo such that jajl < 1 = 10-O. Let h(O)=j. 
Stage k + I : Given h(0) < . . . <h(k) such that I~h(;‘l<lO-’ for i=O,...,k, find the 
least j>h(k) such that lajl< 10-(k+‘). Let h(k + l)==j. 
Clearly, lim j’(k) =x. Now, suppose m > n > h(k); then Ia,] < Iah(kjl< 10Pk and f(n) 
<.f’(m)<g(m) <g(n) so If(m) - f(n)1 < 10Pk. Thus, f is recursively convergent to 
x, so XEiWo. 0 
Theorem 10.3. [WG C Rec(Aw). 
Proof. Let x E Ro and let f be recursively convergent to x with h as the recursive 
bounding function. Form a set of intervals A = {a;: i E w} as follows: 
Xi = (f (h(i)) - 2 X lo-‘, f (h(i)) + 2 X IO-‘). 
NOW Iail= x lo-‘, SO lim~lail=O. Also, h(i+ l)>h(i) SO 
If(h(i+ 1)) - f(h(i))l<lO-‘. 
Thus. 
f (h(i)) - 2 x lo-’ < f (h(i + 1)) - 2 x lo-“+” 
< ,f(h(i + 1)) + 2 x 1O-(i+” 
< f (h(i)) + 2 x 10-j. 
So cri+r C a,. Hence, A is a sharp filter and is obviously recursive. Now for each i, if 
n>,h(i), then If(n)-f(h(i))l< lo-‘, so Ix-f(h(i))l< 10-j; thus xEai. Hence, A\x. 
So xERec(AR). 0 
Therefore, we have Rec( AR ) = IWG. 
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11. Correspondences 
What is a ‘function’ in our setting? Since our objects of study are neighborhoods, 
we must search for a different machinery which corresponds to the idea of ‘function’. 
In this section we introduce a notion, that of a correspondence, which is equivalent (in 
a sense to be made precise in Section 14) to a continuous function. We do this in two 
steps: first, a classical definition and next a more appropriate one for our approach. 
In the following definitions we speak of partial functions; it is helpful to point out 
that there are two reasons for this. Firstly, allowing the function to be partial is more 
flexible than requiring it to be total, and secondly it sets the stage for introduction of 
an effective structure to the study. 
We will see that while the two definition of correspondence are equivalent in the 
classical sense, their naturally effectivized versions are not equivalent for all spaces. 
That adds interest to the study. We will introduce effectivization in our sequel [27] after 
we have studied the ties between classical correspondences and classical continuous 
functions here in Sections 13 and 14. 
From this point on, we assume all of our spaces are resolvable. To secure that, we 
include it in our foremost definition. 
Definition 11.1. Let (X, dx) and (Y, d y) be resolvable spaces. A partial function 
F : AX -+ AY is a correspondence if 
6) (YE, P)[[F(a) 1 A F(P) 1 A a & PI * [F(a) G WUII; 
(ii) fb BN[F(~) I A F(P) 1 A z C PI * [F(a) C W)ll; 
If F has properties (i) and (ii), we say F is monotone. 
(iii) (‘v’B a sharp filter in A~)(34 = {xi: i~w} a sharp filter in AX) 
[A =B A (Vi)[F(~l;)1] A [{F(Mi): i~o} is a sharp filter in dr]]. 
If F has this property, we say F is sharp. 
Notation. Let A = {ozi: i E CO} be a sharp filter; we write F(A) 1 to mean (Vi)(F(ai) J), 
The following definition immediately suggests itself. 
Definition 11.2. Let F, G : Ax + Ay be correspondences. We say F is equivalent to G, 
and write FE G, if, given any sharp filters A and B in X such that A E B, F(A) 1, 
G(B) 1, and F(A) and G(B) are sharp filters in Y, then F(A) E G(B) (or equivalently, 
(~‘i)[F(ai)nG(P,)#Q)l). 
A technically useful idea needed to examine the behavior of correspondences which 
also has firther critical applications is presented below. 
Definition 11.3. Let E 2 p. We say (~0, _ . _, m) is a P-contained cover of GC if E C U yi 
and UyiCp. 
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Definition 11.4. Let F, G : AX --+ A y be correspondences. We say G is sharper than F 
if for every a, /?E AX with Z C ,4 and F(p) I, there is a p-contained cover (~0,. , yn) 
of x such that for each i<n, G(yi)J and G(y;)G F(p). 
It should be clear that when F and G are equivalent then each is sharper than 
the other one. It is, however, interesting that when G is sharper than F, then F is 
sharper than G as well. These we show through establishing that, indeed, when one 
correspondence is sharper than another, the two are equivalent. (Compare this with 
a similar development in Section 3 on the notions of ‘equivalent’ and ‘sharper than’ 
sharp filters.) 
Proposition 11.5. Let F, G : AX 4 A y be correspondences. Then 
FE G H G is sharper than F. 
Proof. (+) Suppose F = G. Let EC /?. For each XEE, let A = {c(i: i~o} and B = {pi: 
i~o} be sharp filters in Ax each converging to x such that F(A) and G(B) are 
sharp filters in Ay and F(A) l and G(B) 1. Without loss of generality, assume as C b. 
Hence, we have F(Q) C F(B),q C ~(0, and F(crl) C F(q). Pick in o such that pi re- 
solves (ai,ao) and G(/?;) resolves (F(ccl), F(Q)). Since A E B we have pin ccl # 8, so 
pi 2 ~10 s /?. Also, since FE G, we have F(A) z G(B), so G(p;) n F(GII ) # 0. Hence, 
G(B,) C F(ao). Let yx = Bi. 
Then {yx: XEE} is a cover for the compact set 72, and for each y,,x my, C fi, G(y,) I, 
and G(Y~) C F(P). Let (~0,. . . , yn) be a finite subcover. Then (~0,. . , yn) is a j-contained 
cover of CI and hence G is sharper than F. 
(+) Suppose G is sharper than F. Let A={Q: i~o} and B={/3i: i~o} be sharp 
filters in AX, such that F(A) and G(B) are sharp filters, F(A)J and G(B)l. Let 
x= nA= nB. Pick I’ECL) and let (yo,..., yn) be an ai-contained cover of ai+i such 
that for each j<n,G(yj)L and G(y,)&F(cci). Since x~cxi+i, there is k<n such that 
x E yk. By regularity of (X, AX), there is 6 E A x such that x~6 and scyk. Let I>i 
be such that B, resolves (6, yk). Then fl, n 6 # 0, so /I, C yk. By monotonicity of G, 
G(fl~) C G(yk). But also G(yk) C F(Ei), and since G(B) is a sharp filter, G(/?,) C G(Pi). 
Thus G(p/) C F(ai) fl G(P,), SO F(ai) n G(bi) # 0. Thus, F(A) E G(B). SO FE G. 0 
Corollary 11.6. Let F, G : AX -+ A y be correspondences. G is sharper than F $f F is 
sharper than G. 
12. Workable correspondences 
Inspection of the definition of correspondence shows that the notion of a correspon- 
dence is defined with the help of classical ideas. Namely, in clause (ii) we require that 
a property hold for ‘every x in X’. Since to work effectively, we have agreed, requires 
handling neighborhoods, we must find a ‘workable’ description for a correspondence. 
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To this end, we define a workable correspondence and then prove that, for resolvable 
spaces, it is equivalent to a correspondence. But we need a preliminary definition: 
Definition 12.1. F: AX -+ AY is said to resolve ((a, /I), (ye, t)) if 
(i) CX,/IEAX and q,t~Ay, and 
(ii) whenever iii 2 p, then there is (~0,. . , y,,), a /?-contained cover of CY such that 
(ii-a) each F(yi)J, 
(ii-b) each F(y;) resolves (II,<), and 
(ii-c) if F(P) 1, then each F(yi) s F(P). 
This prepares us to give: 
Definition 12.2. A partial function F : AX --) Ay is a workable correspondence if 
(i) F is monotone, and 
(ii) F resolves every ((u,/?),(Q~)) with a,fi~Ax and q,r~Ay. 
Theorem 12.3. Let (X, AX) and (Y, AY) be resolvable spaces, with a partial function 
F : Ax -+ A y. F is a correspondence ifsit is a workable correspondence. 
Proof. (+) If F is a correspondence then it is monotone, so it remains to show that 
it resolves every ((~1, /I), (ye, 5)) for a,/?~ AX and q, 5~ AY. Assume Cc C p and q C 5. 
We next find a P-contained cover of LX as per Definition 11.2. For each x EE, choose 
a sharp filter A, = {ai,x: iEm}, where A, \x, F(Ui,,)l for each i and {F(Mi,x): iEo} 
is a sharp filter in Ay. (That this can be done is guaranteed by the sharpness of F.) 
For each such x find j(x) such that oljcX),, C fl and F(Lx~(,,,,) resolves (Q <). For each 
XEE let yX = OZj(n)+l,x. Then xgyx, z&p and F(y,) resolves (r,r). Furthermore, if 
F(P) 1, then F(y,) = F(aj(,)+l,,) C F(Uj(x),x) C F(p). NOW {yx: XE~} is an open cover 
of E, and since cl is compact, we can reduce this cover to a finite subcover of Cr. 
That finite subcover satisfies property (ii) of Definition 12.1. Hence, F is a workable 
correspondence. 
(+) Again, we need only show that F is sharp. Let B = {pi: i E o) be a sharp 
filter in AX, and let x be such that B \x; we wish to find a sharp filter A as in 
Definition ll.l(iii). At first, we set out to find A’={ai: iEm}, a sharp filter in Ax, 
such that A’ \x and F(A’) is defined and is only nearly a sharp filter in A y. In order 
to accomplish this we show that there is a natural point y E Y to which F(A’) should 
converge (if it were a sharp filter), and we take a sharp filter E in Ay such that E \ y. 
We define A’ in stages, using B to ensure that A’ \x and using E to arrange that y 
is the unique element of n F(A’), but ignoring for the moment the requirement that 
F(A’) must be a sharp filter. Finally, we take a subsequence A of A’ such that F(A’) 
is, indeed, a sharp filter in Y. 
Stage 0: For each 9, <E Ay choose (20, . . . , A,), a &contained cover of pi such 
that each F(&) resolves (yl, <). Let ,lyV,6) be a member of that cover which contains x. 
Define GO = {F(IZyrl,Sj): q, 56 AY}. 
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Claim 0. 0 60 is a singleton set. 
Proof. To see this, first notice that 6s has the finite intersection property (because x 
is in every iyt1,5j and F is monotone), and each member of 60 is compact, so n 60 is 
nonempty. Secondly, suppose u, u E Y with u # u. Use regularity of Y to find E, 6 E AY 
such that UEE, u~6 and .sn6=8. Let OEAY be such that UE~ and AGE. Next, let 
A= %q,,,:,, so that F(L) resolves (6,s). Now, either F(i)f’B = 0 or F(L) C E. In the 
first case u 6 F(L) and thus u $! n Go, and in the second case u 4 F(L) and u $ n 6s. 
Hence, n Go contains a single element of Y. l 
Henceforth, let y be the unique element of n 60 and let E = {vi: i E co} be a sharp 
filter in A Y such that E \ y. 
Let ~s=i~~,,~~). Note that x E xo and that F(czo) resolves (vi, ~0). Furthermore, since 
y E F(Q), we have F(xo) C ~0. 
Stage n + 1: Suppose Q, . . , a,! have been defined so that for all i <n, Zifl c sl; C fii 
and for all i <n, F(cci) 2 Y/i, y E F(cc;), and x E Mi. Find flj with j > n + 1 and j large 
enough so that b, C c(,. Now, repeat the process above which yielded y. Namely, look at 
(/$+I ,p,) and notice that x E /?j+i and /Ii+, c /I/-. For each 9, < E Ay choose (As,. . . ,A,), 
a Pi-contained cover of /3j+i such that each F(Ji) resolves (ye, 15). Let A;;:, be a mem- 
ber of that cover which contains x. Define G,+, = {F(j$!lb,) : ye, t E A y}. 
Claim n + 1. n Gn+i = {v}. 
Proof. Clearly, n G,+ I is a singleton set; the proof is the same as the proof of Claim 0. 
Next notice that 60 U G,+, has the finite intersection property (because x is in every 
Aq,r5j and every i;cl,, and F is monotone), and each member of 60 U Gn+l is compact, 
so n (60 U G,,+,) is nonempty. Since n (Go u G,,,) C n Go, it follows that y must 
belong to G,+i . l 
Let b+’ - *(q.+z,q”+l)’ _ jtl+1 Then crn+lC~CP,, G+I C Pj C A+I and Y E a,+~. Also 
F(G+I ) resolves (vn+2, r1 +1); since Y E )1,+2, yl,+z 5 YI,+I and Y EF(c++I 1, we have 
F(~,+I ) C YI,+I . Hence, the inductive requirements on the Cli’s are carried 
forward. 
Finally, let A’ = {ai: i E w}. Since for all i, cli+l G Cli s /3i, A’ is a sharp filter in X 
which converges to x. Since for each i, F(ai) C vi and E \ y, there is a subsequence A 
of A’ such that A is a sharp filter converging to x and F(A) is a sharp filter converging 
to y. Hence, F is sharp. 0 
From this point on, in classical settings, we use the terms correspondence and work- 
able correspondence interchangeably. However, the question of defining of recursive 
versions of correspondence and their possible equivalence we leave to a 
sequel [27]. 
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13. Correspondences preserve cormectedness 
In this section we show that correspondences preserve some structure. In particu- 
lar, the image of a connected open set is connected. We then apply this result to 
correspondences on the reals to obtain a useful fact. 
Lemma 13.1. Let F be a correspondence from X to Y. Consider a,/? E Ax with 
F(u)l,F@)I, and GL n p # 0. Then F(a) n F(B) # 0. 
Proof. Choose y, 6 E AX such that 7 & 6 2 c( f’ /I, and let (~1,. . . , q,,) be a b-contained 
cover of 7 such that each F(qi)l. Then ~1 2 CI so F(v]l) s F(a); similarly, q1 c B so 
F(?l)ZF(B). Since F(VI)E AY we have F(q1)#0 so F(M)nF(@#Q). 0 
Definition 13.2. Let F be a correspondence from X to Y and let G C Ax. We will 
write F(G)1 to mean (V’6 E G)[F(S)L]. 
Note that UF(G)= U(F(6): 6 E 6) is an open set in Y. 
Theorem 13.3. Let F be a correspondence from X to Y and let 6 C AX be such that 
F(G)J. Zf U 6 is connected then U F( 6) is connected. 
Proof. Suppose lJ F(6) is disconnected and let A,B be open sets in Y such that 
A UB = lJ F(6) and A fl B = 0. Note that if 6 E AX and F(6) J, then F(6) E A y; hence, 
F(6) is connected and so we cannot have both F(6) f? A # 0 and F(6) n B # 0. Hence, 
we note that if 6 E G then either F(6) CA or F(6) C B. Let 2I = (6 E 6 : F(6) CA}, 23 = 
{&G:F(6)cB}. Then %U%=G,UF(‘U)GA,UF(23)cB. Now by Lemma 13.1, 
ifccE~andDE~wemusthaveGInP=0sinceF(a)nF(P)CAnB=Q).Thus,(U~) 
n (U ‘23) = 0 while (U ‘?I) U (U 23) = U 6. Hence, U 5X and U 23 disconnect U 6. 0 
The next result will be useful to us in future sections when we investigate the ties 
between correspondences on the reals and functions in recursive analysis. 
Corollary 13.4. Let F be a correspondence from X to R and let G g Ax be such 
that F( G)J and U 6 is connected. Then U F( 6) is an open set in R, U F(6) is a 
closed interval in IR, and IUF(G)I Q CsE~ IF(S 
Proof. Since U F( 6) is a connected open set in R, the lemma follows immediately. 0 
14. Correspondences are continuous 
In this section we show that each correspondence F gives rise to a unique continuous 
function fF, and for each continuous function g there is a correspondence G,, which 
is unique (up to a natural equivalence relation,) such that the continuous function 
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generated by G, is g (i.e., fo,, =g). These results are found in Theorems 14.3 and 
14.6. But a preliminary result is needed: 
Proposition 14.1. Let F : Ax -+ Ay be a correspondence, and suppose B = {pi: i E co} 
is a sharp jilter and {i: F(/Ii)j.} is infinite. Then F has the following two properties: 
(i) There exists a sharp jilter C= {yi: i E o} g B such that (Vi)[F(yi)J] and 
F(C) is a sharp filter in Ay. 
(ii) For all sharp jilters D= (6i: i E o} in X, if D E B, (Vi)[F(Si)L], and F(D) 
is a sharp filter in Ay, then F(D) E F(C). 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis. Let B \x. Apply (iii) of Definition 11.1 to x to get 
A = {ai: i E co} with A \ x. We will use A and B to define C = {fig(i): i E co}, where 
g:o-+w is defined by 
g(0) = min{i: F(pi)j.}, 
g(n + I)= min{i: (i>g(n)) A (F(Bi)L) A (Pi C a,+~)]. 
Note that because A E B and {i: F(/Ii)J.} is infinite, g is well defined. Clearly, C = 
{/?s(i): iE o} is a sharp filter in Ax and F(j?e(i)) converges for all iEo. That F(C) 
is a sharp filter in Ay follows from the facts that {F(Mi): i E w} is a sharp filter in Y 
and By(i) c Cli for i E o, and from Proposition 14.1(i) of the correspondence F. 
Next, assume the antecedent of Proposition 14.l(ii). Since B E C, we have C E D. 
NOW for a given i E O, consider yi. There exists j such that Sj c yi; hence F(6j) C F(yi) 
by Proposition 14.1(i) of the correspondence F. Similarly (Vi)(If)[F(yj) C F(6i)]. 
Hence, F(C) E F(D). 0 
Definition 14.2. Let F : Ax t A y be a correspondence. Define fF to be the unique 
function generated by F as in Proposition 14.1, namely, 
.fp:X+ Y 
is defined by 
f~(x)= the unique point in nF(A), 
where x EX, and A is a sharp filter in Ax such that A Lx, F(A)1 and F(A) is a sharp 
filter in Ay. (See Proposition 14.l(ii).) 
Proposition 14.3. Let F, G : AX -+ Ay be correspondences. Then 
FrG tJffF=fa. 
Proof. Let x E X with A and B sharp filters in Ax such that A E B and x = n A = n B. 
Further, suppose F(A)l,G(B)J, and F(A) and G(B) are sharp filters. Then F(A) E 
G(B) iff fF(x)= nF(A)= n G(B) = fa(X). H ence, by Definitions 11.2 and 14.2 the 
proposition follows. El 
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Theorem 14.4. Let F: Ax -+ A y be u correspondence. Then fF is a continuous func- 
tion from X to Y. 
Proof. Let x EX, y = fF(x) and y E q E AY. We proceed to find 6 such that x E 6 E AX 
and fF(@ C rl. 
LetA={ai: iEo} be a sharp filter withA\x, F(cci)J. for every iEo and F(A) a 
sharp filter converging to y. Pick i so that F(ai) C q. Let 6 = Ki. It remains to show 
that fF(6) C q. Let z E 6. Find B = {/?;: i E o} such that B \ z, F(Bi)J for all i E o 
and F(B) is a sharp filter in Ay converging to fF(z). Find j such that fij c 6. Thus 
fF(z) E n F(B) C F(Pj) C_ F(6) C vl. Hence fF(S) C V. •I 
Before we present the final result of this section, we note that fF is generated from 
F in a satisfying fashion. 
Theorem 14.5. Let (X, Ax) and (Y, A y) b e resolvable with AX and AT countable. 
Suppose f :X + Y is a continuous function. Then there exists a correspondence 
F:Ax-+Ay such that fF=f. 
Proof. Assume Ax = { 6i: i E co} and Ay = {vi: i E co}. At stage 0 we begin with the 
empty function. At each subsequent stage we start with some ((&,&), (Q,v~)) and 
find a &-contained cover of 6,, to whose members we extend the definition of F so 
that for each element y of this cover, F(y) resolves (qc,qd). To do this, we first take, 
for each x E &, a ball fix about x and a ball 5, about f(x) that satisfy the monotonicity 
and resolution requirements; then we cut back to a finite subcover. For each pX in this 
subcover we define F(j3,) = t,. We further prepare for monotonicity by ensuring that 
if, say, F(y,) is defined before F(yj), then yi $ yj. 
Stage 0: Let Fo = 0. 
Stage n: Suppose F has been defined on (~0,. . . , yk} C Ax prior to stage n. Also 
assume, as an induction hypothesis, that (Vi,<k)[f(yi)CF(yi)]. With the help of the 
usual pairing function on w x w , find a, b, c, and d in w such that n = ((a, b), (c,d)). 
If & $ & or & $2 )~d, let F, = F,,_, and go on to stage n + 1. Otherwise (i.e. when 





(iv) WiGk)b4Yi*YYi $ /Al, 
(VI f (Px) C 5x9 
(vi) (Vi’ibk)[xEyi~r,CF(yi)], and 
(Vii) 5, resolves (& qd). -- 
That (i) and (ii) are possible is because x E 6,, 6, G 86 and (X, Ax) is regular. To see 
that (iii) can be done, note that x is in the complement of the closed set U{X-yi: x E ri} 
and appeal to regularity. To see that (iv) can be done, for each i such that n 6 yi, take 
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a point yi in yi, and restrict /IX to be disjoint from the closed set {yi: x +J yi}. That (v) 
and (vii) can be accomplished follows as we can find H E dr such that f(x) E 8 and 6’ 
resolves (~,qd); then by continuity off, the search for flX can be restricted to subsets 
of f-'(O). To see that (vi) is possible, note that since by the induction hypothesis, 
for each i <k with x E yi, we have f(x) E f (ri) and ,f(yi) z F(yi), 0 chosen as above 
is such that f(x) E 8 nF(yi) for each i <k with x E yi. 
Next, note that {/$: x E S,} is an open cover for the compact set ,. Let 6 be a 
subcover of this cover such that 6 has minimal cardinality among all such subcovers. 
Note that if (X, dx) contains a clopen basic open set, then it is possible to have /$ = yi 
for some x and some i <k. Thus, consider the set % - {ya,. . . , yk}. If this set is empty, 
let F, = F,_l and go on to the next stage. Otherwise, let the elements of 6- { ya, . . . , yk} 
be called Yk+l, . . , Yk+m. Notice that by the minimality of 6 we have yk+i # Yk+j for 
each i,j with l<i,j<m and ifj. 
Define F, = F,,_l U {(yk+i, /?k+i): 1 <i<m}, where for each i with 1 <i <m, there 
iS some x E z with Yk+i =/IX and ik+i = &. (That is, Fn(yk+i) = lk+i for each appro- 
priate i.) 
Note that we have the following characteristics of the yk+i, 1 <i <m: 
(viii) [(Yk+i~Yj)AO’dk)l3F(Yk+i)CF(Yj), 
(ix) O’Gk)*(Yj $ Yk+i) , and 
(X> W~)[[(l Gj Gm) A 0’ # iI]* [(yk+i - Yk+j # 0) A (Yk+j - Ykfi # fl)ll. 
Statement (viii) follows from (vi) above. For (ix), note that we may have Yk+i C_ yj; 
but (ix) follows from (iii) and (iv) above and the fact that yk+i is not in {ya,. . . , yk}. 
Statement (x) follows from the minimality of 6 as a cover for &. 
This ends stage n of the construction. 
Let F = U, F,. In order to show F is a correspondence, we make the following 
claims and prove them. 
Claim A. For any i, j, if i < j, then yi $ yj. 
Claim B. F is weN deJned. 
Claim C. F is monotone. 
Claim D. F resolves every ((a, fl), (q, 5))) where ~1, b E Ax and v], 5 E A Y. 
Proof of Claim A. If yi and yj enter the domain of F at different stages, then property 
(ix), above, ensures that yi $ yj. If yI and yj enter the domain of F at the same stage, 
then property (x) assures us of the same. l 
Proof of Claim B. This follows immediately from Claim A; once F is defined on y, 
it is never redefined. l 
Proof of Claim C. Let F be defined on 0: and fi, and assume u 5 p with M# /I. By 
(x), a and /I could not have entered the domain of F at the same stage. So say they 
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entered the domain of F at stages m and n respectively. Since cl s /I, we cannot have 
m tn by (ix); so n <m. Since at stage m, a must have been /IX for some x while p was -- 
a yi and hence F(a) = &, we must have F(a) = & C F(y;) = F(B) by (vi) above. l 
Proof of Claim D. For a = 6,, B = &, 9 = Q and 5 = qd, assume E 2 /I and ?j s 5. Let 
n= ((a,N,(c,d)). C onsider stage n of the construction of F. At that stage, a finite 
cover (X of Cr is chosen. Say 6 = {no,. . . , I,}. By the construction, it follows that 
@o,. . . , A,) is a j-contained cover of a; hence E G lJy=“=, & C_ l-l:=“=,% C /I. Furthermore, 
if each F(Li) is not defined by stage n, it will be defined at that stage. Assume F(p) 
is defined; we now need only show for each i such that 0 <i <m that F(li) G F(P). 
Choose i and suppose Ai and /I enter the domain of F at stages s and t, respectively. So 
t <s by Claim A. Hence, F(J.i) z F(P) by statement (viii) above. That F(Li) resolves 
(q, <) follows from arrangement (vii) of the construction. l 
Hence, F is a correspondence. It remains to show that f~ = f. 
Let x EX. Then there exists a sharp filter A = {ai: i E o} such that A \x and F(A) is 
defined and is a sharp filter in A r. Then F(A) \ f ( ) F x as in Definition 14.2. We claim 
f(x) E F(ai) for each i. To see this, choose i and note that x E ai+r and ai+l C a;. 
Let u and u be the stages at which ai and ai+l enter the domain of F; we must 
have U<U. The arrangements (i)-(vii) of the construction are used to choose ai+r at 
stage v such that for some y, ai+l = fly, f$S ai, f (fly) = tv and G C F(a;). Hence, 
we have f(x>Ef(ai+l)=f(Bv)=5yciv~F(ai). Thus, f(x)E flf(A)={fF(~)). 
so f(x)=_m>. 0 
Remark. We have developed much machinery for handling functions on point-free 
spaces. The full benefits of this approach are to be explored. In the sequel ([27], to 
appear), we find some interesting variations from classical recursive analysis and pro- 
vide explanation of some hitherto unexplained contrasts among classical results about 
recursive functions on the reals. Our approach depends on distinguishing correspon- 
dences from similar entities defined strictly in terms of their convergence behavior on 
recursive sharp filters. We call these quantum correspondences, and note that recur- 
siue quantum correspondences are essentially the recursive functions studied in [l], [8], 
[41], and certain other papers. We believe that making clear the distinction between 
correspondences and quantum correspondences helps to clarify the differences between 
the properties of classical and recursive analysis in the style of Goodstein, and those 
of recursive analysis in the style of Aberth, Ceitin, Zaslavskii, Martin-Lof, Mazur, and 
the like. We also note that quantum correspondences can be thought of as generat- 
ing function values on some, but not necessarily all, of the nonrecursive points. With 
this fact in mind, we produce some recursive functions with (classically) pathological 
behavior at some, but not all, of the recursive points. 
In a forthcoming manuscript [28], we study quantum correspondences in detail, par- 
ticularly with reference to their behavior on nomecursive points. We show that certain 
nonrecursive points can be recursively excised from the domains of the functions gen- 
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erated by recursive quantum corespondences, while others cannot. Because quantum 
correspondences are I$ objects, we develop machinery to apply II: trees to our study 
of them. Through the use of these trees we determine some of the properties of those 
points that can be excised from domains and those that cannot. 
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